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Abstract

Background: Previous follow-up studies of repeated self-harm show that the cumulative risk of repeated self-harm
within one year is 5.7%–15%, with females at greatest risk. However, relatively few studies have focused on the Far
East. The objective of this study was to calculate the cumulative risk of repeated self-harm over different lengths of
follow-up time (3 months, 6 months, and 1–8 years), to determine factors influencing repeated self-harm and to
explore the interaction between gender and self-harm methods.

Methods: We used self-harm patient who hospitalized due to first-time self-harm between 2000 and 2007 from
1,230 hospitals in Taiwan. Hospitalization for repeated self-harm among members of this cohort was tracked after
3 months, 6 months, and 1–8 years. Tracking continued until December 31, 2008. We analyzed the cumulative risk
and risk factors of repeated self-harm by using negative binomial regression.

Results: Of the 39,875 individual study samples, 3,388 individuals (8.50%) were found to have repeatedly
self-harmed. The cumulative risk of repeated self-harm within three months was 7.19% and within one year was 8%.
Within 8 years, it was 8.70%. Females were more likely to repeatedly self-harm than males (RR = 1.21, 95%
CI = 1.15–1.76). The main method of self-harm was solid or liquid substances (RR = 1.88, 95% CI = 1.23–2.04) or
cutting or piercing (RR = 1.36, 95% CI = 1.02–1.82), and in patients with psychiatric disorders were more likely to
self-harm (RR = 1.61, 95% CI = 1.48–1.75).

Conclusions: The key time for intervention for repeated self-harm is within three months. Appropriate prevention
programs should be developed based on gender differences.
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Background
Repeated self-harm is a major risk factor affecting death
from self-harming behaviors [1]. From 3 to 6 months after
a self-harm attempt is the high-risk period for repeated
self-harm [2]. In Western countries, Owens et al. [3] found
that the cumulative risk of self-harm was approximately
15% within one year and approximately 23% within four
years [3]. There have been few follow-up studies of
repeated self-harm in the Far East area [3,4]. The first
follow-up study was conducted by Chen et al. [4], who
found that the cumulative risk of repeated self-harm was
5.7% within the first year and 10.5% within five years. They
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also found that women constituted a high-risk group for
repeated self-harm [4].
Because of the paucity of research on the cumulative

risk of repeated self-harm in the Far East [3,4] as well as
suggestions from previous studies that differences exist in
the self-harm methods employed by men and women [5],
the researchers felt that an investigation of factors influen-
cing repeated self-harm should consider whether men and
women select different methods of self-harm. Further-
more, to resolve the previous research restrictions (small
sample size, short tracking time, no controls for physical
or mental illness, no investigation of interactions between
gender and method of self-harm), this study employed the
Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database
(NHIRD) to analyze self-harm hospitalization data from
1,230 hospitals in Taiwan. The goal of this study was to
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follow-up times (3 months, 6 months, and 1–8 years after
the first self-harm hospitalization) and to investigate
whether there is a correlation between gender and the
method of self-harm.
Methods
Data source
Taiwan implemented National Health Insurance on March
1, 1995, and the health insurance coverage rate currently
exceeds 99%. The National Health Insurance database col-
lects nationwide outpatient/emergency and hospitalization
data, and the law requires that all hospitals and clinics re-
port outpatient/emergency and hospitalization expenses
to the Bureau of National Health Insurance on a monthly
basis. Consequently, National Health Insurance informa-
tion can serve as representative empirical data in medical-
and health-related research fields [6]. Researchers are
required to pass a detailed review by a professional peer
review committee before they can use the Taiwan National
Health Insurance Research Database. Because patients’
identities are encrypted in the database, this study did not
infringe on patients’ right to privacy. This study used
inpatient expenditures (by admissions) and medical
organization data (registry for contracted medical facil-
ities) from the health insurance database. The variables
provided in the database included inpatient age, gender,
whether the patient was from a low-income family, dates
of admission and discharge, care location, hospital level,
department, whether surgical procedures were employed,
medical expenditures, diagnosis of disease or injury (in ac-
cordance with the ICD-9-CM N-Code), and cause of in-
jury (in accordance with the ICD-9-CM E-Code) [6].
Figure 1 Flowchart of study sample selection from national health in
In this prospective cohort study, persons hospitalized
due to first-time self-harm in the Taiwan area between
2000 and 2007 were used as the initial cohort, and the
sample selection of the in this study are shown in Figure 1.
Among 2,029,528 events of all hospitalized data from
January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2007, 45,041 events con-
sisted of person aged 10 and over who were hospitalized
due to self-harm (E950-E958). After eliminating persons
hospitalized due to self-harm from January 1, 1997 to
December 31, 1999 (705 events) and persons of unknown
gender (199 events) and after deleting cases in which the
patient was transferred between hospitals or was hospita-
lized across different months causing the case to be
reported multiple times (62 events), a total of 44,075
events of self-harm inpatient data remained, which was
reduced to 39,875 individuals. Hospitalization for repeated
self-harm among members of this cohort was tracked after
3 months, 6 months, and 1-8 years. Tracking continued
until December 31, 2008.
Variable definitions
In accordance with the definitions of the World Health
Organization (WHO), suicidal actions that do not result
in death are called “attempted suicide” (a term common
in the United States), “parasuicide” and “deliberate self-
harm” (terms common in Europe). “Reoccurrence of
self-harm” indicates repeated suicidal actions [7]. In this
study, we define “deliberate self-harm” as hospitalization
due to self-harm. We categorized “reoccurrence of self-
harm” into cases without repetition of self-harm (the pa-
tient attempted to self-harm only once during the re-
search period) and repeated self-harm (the patient was
surance research database in Taiwan.
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hospitalized two or more times for self-harm during the
research period).
Demographic data for the first batch of self-harm inpa-

tients included gender (male and female), age (four
groups: <25 years, 25–44 years, 45–64 years, and
65 years), method of self-harm (methods were classified
into nine groups in accordance with the ICD-9-CM E-
Code: E950 solid or liquid substances, E951 gases in do-
mestic use, E952 gases or vapors, E953 hanging, E954
drowning, E955 firearms, E956 cutting or piercing
implements, E957 jumping from building, and E958
other means), low-income family (two groups consisting
of patients from low-income and non-low-income fam-
ilies), catastrophic illness (two groups consisting of
patients with/without catastrophic illness, such as can-
cers, Injury Severity Score ≧16, and rare diseases), and
psychiatric disorders (two groups consisting of patients
with/without psychiatric disorders in accordance with
the ICD-9-CM N-Code 209-319).
The Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) is an anatomically

based consensus-derived global severity scoring system
that classifies each injury in every body region according
to its relative severity on a six point ordinal scale (1:
minor, 2: moderate, 3: serious, 4: severe, 5: critical, and
6: maximal, currently untreatable); and the Injury Sever-
ity Score (ISS) is an anatomical scoring system that pro-
vides an overall score for patients with multiple injuries.
Each injury is assigned an Abbreviated Injury Scale
(AIS) score and is allocated to one of six body regions
(head, face, chest, abdomen, extremities, and external).
Only the highest AIS score in each body region is used.
The 3 most severely injured body regions have their
score squared and added together to produce the ISS
score, and the ISS scores ranges from 1 to 75 [8]. In Tai-
wan, patients with ISS≧16 were defined as catastrophic
injury.

Statistical analysis
This study investigated whether subjects were hospita-
lized due to self-harm 3 months, 6 months, and 1–
8 years after first being hospitalized. Tracking of the sub-
jects continued until December 31, 2008. Based on the
research of Chen et al. [4], this study calculated the risk
of repeated self-harm based on the individual (only the
first repeated self-harm was counted, and individuals
could contribute to the numerator in only one annual
follow-up period), the risk of repeated self-harm based
on episode (any repeated self-harm was counted, and an
individual could contribute to the numerator in more
than one annual follow-up period), cumulative risk of
repeated self-harm, and 95% confidence interval (CI) for
the different follow-up times to compare our results
with Chen’s [4]. Furthermore, this study drew Kaplan-
Meier curves of the cumulative risk of repeated self-
harm for all subjects and for male and female subjects
and used the log-rank test to check for differences be-
tween men and women (setting P < 0.05 as the threshold
of significant variance).
In previous research on factors predicting repeated

self-harm based on the individuals, some scholars have
used Cox’s regression [9] or Poisson regression [10] to
identify factors affecting this behavior. However, there
were differences in the frequency of self-harm attempts
and methods during the research period. The dependent
variable belonged to a count outcome variable, so other
studies recommend the use of negative binomial regres-
sion analysis in a generalized estimating equation (GEE)
model [4,11]. This study used SPSS 20.0 software,
employed negative binomial regression as an analytical
method, and controlled for environmental factors (sea-
son and area), hospital-related factors (hospital level, de-
partment, the use of surgical procedures, length in days,
and medical expenditures), and length of follow-up time.
After incorporating terms indicating gender and self-
harm method into the model, the study identified factors
affecting repeated self-harm (setting P < 0.05 as the
threshold of significant variance).
Results
Characteristics of study sample
Among the 39,875 persons in this study, 96.40% were
tracked for 3 months, 92.97% were tracked for 6 months,
90.95% were tracked for one year, 81.09% were tracked
for two years, 69.93% were tracked for three years,
58.17% were tracked for four years, 46.50% were tracked
for five years, 34.31% were tracked for six years, 22.70%
were tracked for seven years, and 10.98% were
tracked for eight years. A total of 3,388 persons in
the sample (8.50%) had repeatedly attempted self-
harm. Within this group, 2,810 persons repeated
self-harm once (hospitalized twice for self-harm dur-
ing the research period), 435 repeated self-harm
twice, 93 repeated self-harm three times, 26 repeated
self-harm four times, 14 repeated self-harm five
times, 4 repeated self-harm six times, 5 repeated
self-harm seven times, and one person repeated self-
harm eight times. The average number of times of
repeated self-harm was 1.24 ± 0.64.
Females accounted for more cases of repeated self-

harm than males. Patients aged 25–44 accounted for ap-
proximately one-half of cases. The top three methods
used by persons attempting repeated self-harm were
solid or liquid substances, cutting or piercing, and gases
or vapors. Of the persons who attempted repeated self-
harm, 4.43% were from low-income families, 19.86% had
catastrophic illness, and more than half had psychiatric
disorders (Table 1).



Table 1 Characteristics of study sample (N=39,875)

Repetition Characteristics No One or more Total

N (%) N (%) N (%)

Gender

Male 16,892 (46.30) 1,492 (44.04) 18,384 (46.10)

Female 19,595 (53.70) 1,896 (55.96) 21,491 (53.90)

Age group (years)

<25 6,725 (18.43) 532 (15.70) 7,257 (18.20)

25-44 16,222 (44.46) 1,683 (49.68) 17,905 (44.90)

45-64 7,944 (21.77) 729 (21.52) 8,673 (21.75)

≧65 5,596 (15.34) 444 (13.11) 6,040 (15.15)

Methods

E950 solid or liquid 23,767 (65.14) 2,298 (67.83) 26,065 (65.37)

E951 gases in domestic use 169 (0.46) 10 (0.30) 179 (0.45)

E952 other gases or vapors 2,917 (7.99) 310 (9.15) 3,227 (8.09)

E953 hanging 660 (1.81) 50 (1.48) 710 (1.78)

E954 drowning 226 (0.62) 22 (0.65) 248 (0.62)

E955 firearms 67 (0.18) 8 (0.24) 75 (0.19)

E956 cutting and piercing 6,463 (17.71) 455 (13.43) 6,918 (17.35)

E957 jumping 717 (1.97) 106 (3.13) 823 (2.06)

E958 other means 1,501 (4.11) 129 (3.81) 1,630 (4.09)

Low-income family

Yes 706 (1.93) 150 (4.43) 856 (2.15)

No 35,781 (98.07) 3,238 (95.57) 39,019 (97.85)

Catastrophic illness

Yes 2,734 (7.49) 673 (19.86) 3,407 (8.54)

No 33,753 (92.51) 2,715 (80.14) 36,468 (91.46)

Psychiatric disorders

Yes 14,690 (40.26) 1,881 (55.52) 16,571 (41.56)

No 21,797 (59.74) 1,507 (44.48) 23,304 (58.44)

Total 36,487 3,388 39,875
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Cumulative risk of repeated self-harm
Figure 2 uses Kaplan-Meier curves to display the cumula-
tive risk of repeated self-harm at different follow-up times
for the cases in this study. It can be seen that the inpati-
ents were at greatest risk of repeated self-harm within
3 months. Furthermore, persons hospitalized due to self-
harm had a cumulative risk of repeated self-harm of 7.19%
within 3 months, 7.77% within 6 months, 8.00% within
one year, and 8.70% within eight years (Table 2).
The Kaplan-Meier curves for cumulative risk of repeated

self-harm by gender at different follow-up times (Figure 2a)
reveal that females had a cumulative risk of repeated self-
harm of 8.82% within eight years (95% CI=8.54%–9.20%),
whereas males had a cumulative risk of 8.12% (95% CI=
7.72%–8.51%). Furthermore, log-rank test results (P=0.03)
reveal that females have a higher cumulative risk of
repeated self-harm than do males.
Risk factors of repeated self-harm
Because of the excessive paucity of cases involving certain
methods of self-harm, the original nine methods of self-
harm were reduced to six groups: solid or liquid sub-
stances (E950), gases in domestic use (E951), other gases
or vapors (E952), cutting or piercing implements (E956),
violent methods (E953 hanging, E954 drowning, E955 fire-
arms, E957 jumping from building), and other means
(E958). Within the model as whole, females had a greater
risk of repeated self-harm than males. Most persons who
attempted repeated self-harm used solid or liquid sub-
stances or cutting methods, and patients with psychiatric
disorders had a relatively high risk of repeated self-harm.
Because the interaction terms of gender and self-harm
method were significant, gender will be discussed separ-
ately in the following section (Table 3).
Among females, the majority of persons attempting

repeated self-harm used methods involving solid or liquid
substances (RR=2.02, 95% CI= 1.29–2.18) or cutting
(RR=1.38, 95% CI= 1.02–1.83). Patients with psychiatric
disorders had a relatively high risk of repeated self-harm
(RR=1.70, 95% CI= 1.52–1.90). In the male model, the
majority of persons who attempted repeated self-harm
used solid or liquid substances (RR=1.76, 95% CI= 1.58–
2.83) or other gases or vapors (RR=1.66, 95% CI= 0.95–
2.29). Patients with psychiatric disorders also had a rela-
tively high risk of repeated self-harm (RR=1.49, 95% CI=
1.31–1.69) (Table 3). This study also performed pivot
table analysis of gender and methods of repeated self-
harm and found that the top three methods used by
females in their first repeated self-harm attempt were solid
or liquid substances, cutting or piercing implements, and
gases or vapors, whereas the top three methods used by
males were solid or liquid substances, gases or vapors, and
cutting or piercing implements (Table 4).

Discussion
Cumulative risk of repeated self-harm
This study found that persons hospitalized due to self-
harm were at greatest risk of repeated self-harm during
the first 3 months, followed by the first 6 months. This
finding is consistent with the findings of prior studies sug-
gesting that the risk of repeated self-harm is highest within
3-6 months after a self-harm attempt [2]. The trans-
theoretical model proposed by DiClemente and Prochaska
et al. in 1982 suggested that even when intervention meth-
ods and strategies are used to change a person’s behavior,
the process of change requires at least 6 months to be suc-
cessful [12]. This may be why the period of highest risk of
repeated self-harm is 3-6 months after a self-harm
attempt.
This study found that persons hospitalized due to self-

harm had an 8.60% cumulative risk of repeated self-harm
during a five-year period. This number is lower than the



Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier curves for cumulative risk of repeated self-harm. (a) Stratified by gender. (b) Stratified by area.
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value obtained by Chen et al. (10.5%) in their study of
cases in Taiwan from July 2000 to February 2003, which
were tracked until the end of December 2005 [4]. This
discrepancy may be because, although the scope of the
current study encompassed all of Taiwan, the study by
Chen et al. covered only Nantou County [4]. In a stratified
analysis of our study showed that the cumulative risk of
repeated self-harm in Nantou County (8.65%, 95% CI=
8.42–10.07) was slightly higher than that of rest in Taiwan
(8.57%, 95% CI=8.32–10.04) tracked after 5 years
(Figure 2b). Nantou County suffered severe damage in the
Chi-Chi earthquake of 1999 and experienced an 81.09% in-
crease in self-harm from 1998 to 2001, which was far
higher than the equivalent increase in other areas of Taiwan
(24.97%) [13]. This may be why the level of risk found by
Chen et al. was higher than that found in this study.
The 8.70% cumulative risk of repeated self-harm among

persons hospitalized due to self-harm within five years in
this study was lower than the result found by Owens (15%
risk within one year and approximately 23% risk within
four years) in research on Western countries [3]. This
phenomenon might be attributable to regional differences
because the self-harm death rate is uniformly higher in
Asian countries than in the West [14]. Thus, there are
fewer self-harm attempts in Asia than in the West, and
the risk of repeated self-harm is lower in Asia than in
Western countries [4].

Risk factors of repeated self-harm
This study found that females had a higher risk of repeated
self-harm than did males (RR=1.21). This study’s findings
were similar to those obtained in Australia [15] and Brazil
[16], where females were also found to have a higher risk of
repeated self-harm than males (the Australian study found
that females had 1.9 times the repeated self-harm risk of
males [15], whereas the Brazilian study found that females
had 2.7 times the risk of males [16]). However, studies in
Britain [17] and Sri Lanka [18] found no significant vari-
ance in the repeated self-harm risk of the two genders. Fur-
thermore, according to a report issued by the WHO, with
the exception of rural areas of China, males had a higher
self-harm mortality rate than females in other parts of the
world [7], which implies that females have a higher rate of
self-harm attempts than males. In addition, females were
more likely to seek assistance from medical organizations
[19], which may explain this study’s finding of a relatively
high risk of repeated self-harm among females.
This study found that a majority of persons attempting

repeated self-harm choose solid or liquid substances (RR=
1.88) or cutting or piercing implements (RR=1.36). This
finding suggests that these persons usually do not select
methods that are most likely to be fatal. This phenomenon
is consistent with the results of a cohort study in Britain,
which found that cutting implements and drugs were the
most commonly used methods in repeated self-harm
attempts [20]. An Australian study found that persons
attempting self-harm by taking poison had a relatively
high risk of repeated self-harm [11]. Moreover, this study
identified an interaction (P= 0.01) between gender and
methods of repeated self-harm. When the genders were
analyzed separately, it was discovered that females’ pre-
ferred methods of repeated self-harm consisted largely
of solid or liquid substances (RR=2.02) or cutting or
piercing implement methods (RR= 1.38), whereas males



Table 2 Risk of repeated self-harm tracked after 3 months, 6 months, and 1-8 years (N =39,875)

Time of repeated self-harm Based on individuals Based on episodes Cumulative risk

Tracked after 3 months

Events 2,802 5,272 2,802

Risk % (95% CI) 7.19 (6.93–7.45) 7.23 (6.48–7.57) 7.19 (6.93–7.45)

Tracked after 6 months

Events 225 1,479 3,027

Risk % (95% CI) 0.58 (0.50–0.66) 1.24 (1.13–1.35) 7.77 (7.50–8.08)

Tracked after 1 year

Events 90 190 3,117

Risk % (95% CI) 0.23 (0.18–0.28) 0.49 (0.42–0.56) 8.00 (7.73–8.60)

Tracked after 2 years

Events 98 220 3,215

Risk % (95% CI) 0.25 (0.20–0.30) 0.57 (0.50–0.65) 8.25 (7.97–9.20)

Tracked after 3 years

Events 75 175 3,290

Risk % (95% CI) 0.19 (0.15–0.24) 0.45 (0.39–0.52) 8.44 (8.16–9.68)

Tracked after 4 years

Events 30 62 3,320

Risk % (95% CI) 0.08 (0.05–0.11) 0.16 (0.12–0.20) 8.52 (8.24–9.85)

Tracked after 5 years

Events 30 92 3,350

Risk % (95% CI) 0.08 (0.05–0.11) 0.24 (0.19–0.29) 8.60 (8.32–10.10)

Tracked after 6 years

Events 24 68 3,374

Risk % (95% CI) 0.06 (0.04–0.09) 0.18 (0.14–0.22) 8.66 (8.38–10.28)

Tracked after 7 years

Events 11 24 3,385

Risk % (95% CI) 0.03 (0.01–0.05) 0.06 (0.04–0.09) 8.69 (8.41–10.35)

Tracked after 8 years

Events 3 6 3,388

Risk % (95% CI) 0.01 (0.01–0.02) 0.02 (0.01–0.03) 8.70 (8.42–10.37)

CI. confidence interval.
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predominately chose solid or liquid substances (RR= 1.76)
or other gases or vapors (RR=1.66). It appears that males
choose more violent methods of self-harm than do
females. Although both males and females preferentially
selected cutting methods, males may tend to cut them-
selves more aggressively, causing deeper wounds and
greater injury. One study showed that during the period of
1986-2007 in Taiwan, males who used cutting implements
to attempt self-harm had a higher mortality rate than
females (0.32 per 100,000 vs. 0.10 per 100,000) [5].
This study further found that regardless of gender,

patients with psychiatric disorders had a relatively high
risk of repeated self-harm (overall model RR=1.61; male
model RR=1.49; female model RR=1.70). According to a
British study, persons with mental illness had a relatively
high likelihood of repeated self-harm [21]. A study in the
US similarly indicated that the greater the number of a
person’s concurrent mental illnesses, the higher the inci-
dence of repeated self-harm [22], which was consistent
with the results of this study. Because the symptoms of
mental illness (such as hallucinations) might cause
patients extreme distress, such patients were more likely
to resort to suicide. Furthermore, after a patient with men-
tal illness attempts self-harm, mood swings may cause
self-harm again [23]. As a result, patients with psychiatric
disorders had a relatively high risk of repeated self-harm.

Strengths and limitations
This study makes some contributions to the literature.
First, because there was very few follow-up studies of



Table 4 Methods of repeated self-harm by gender
(N= 3,388)

Methods of repeated
self-harm

Female Male Total

N (%) N (%) N (%)

E950 solid or liquid 1,334 (70.36) 964 (64.61) 2,298 (67.83)

E951 gases in domestic use 6 (0.32) 4 (0.27) 10 (0.30)

E952 other gases or vapors 164 (8.65) 146 (9.79) 310 (9.15)

E953 hanging 30 (1.58) 20 (1.34) 50 (1.48)

E954 drowning 12 (0.63) 10 (0.67) 22 (0.65)

E955 firearms 5 (0.26) 3 (0.20) 8 (0.24)

E956 cutting and piercing 340 (17.93) 115 (7.71) 455 (13.43)

E957 jumping 60 (3.16) 46 (3.08) 106 (3.13)

E958 other means 45 (2.37) 84 (5.63) 129 (3.81)

Total 1,896 1,492 3,388

Table 3 Risk factors of repeated self-harm by using negative binomial regression model a

Model Characteristics Total (N= 39,875) Female (N= 21,491) Male (N= 18,384)

Adjusted RR b (95% CI) P Adjusted RR b (95% CI) P Adjusted RR b (95% CI) P

Gender

Male Reference

Female 1.21 (1.15–1.76) 0.04

Age group (years)

<25 Reference Reference Reference

25–44 0.83 (0.72–1.26) 0.16 0.94 (0.92–1.33) 0.06 0.79 (0.63–1.29) 0.29

45–64 0.86 (0.75–1.08) 0.12 0.90 (0.76–1.06) 0.21 0.80 (0.66–1.69) 0.33

≧65 0.63 (0.54–1.73) 0.33 0.96 (0.46–1.70) 0.33 0.56 (0.52–1.45) 0.43

Methods

Violent methods c Reference Reference Reference

E950 solid or liquid 1.88 (1.23–2.04) <0.01 2.02 (1.29–2.18) <0.01 1.76 (1.58–2.83) <0.01

E951 gases in domestic use 1.56 (0.81–1.97) 0.24 1.86 (0.76–2.13) 0.39 1.36 (0.89–2.01) 0.20

E952 other gases or vapors 1.80 (0.76–2.09) 0.16 2.24 (0.88–3.04) 0.34 1.66 (0.95–2.29) 0.06

E956 cutting and piercing 1.36 (1.02–1.82) 0.03 1.38 (1.02–1.83) 0.02 1.26 (0.69–1.51) 0.17

E958 other means 0.84 (0.66–1.40) 0.44 0.85 (0.54–1.54) 0.54 0.81 (0.64–1.34) 0.43

Low-income family

Yes 1.86 (0.91–2.28) 0.25 2.12 (0.62–2.77) 0.68 1.55 (0.82–2.13) 0.23

No Reference Reference Reference

Catastrophic illness

Yes 1.10 (0.97–1.25) 0.14 1.21 (0.82–1.44) 0.07 0.97 (0.80–1.18) 0.76

No Reference Reference Reference

Psychiatric disorders

Yes 1.61 (1.48–1.75) <0.01 1.70 (1.52–1.90) <0.01 1.49 (1.31–1.69) <0.01

No Reference Reference Reference

RR. relative risk, CI. confidence interval.
aAll of the variables were significant (P < 0.05) in univariate analysis. The interaction between gender and methods was significant (P = 0.01).
bAdjusted for environmental factors (season and area), hospital-related factors (levels of hospital, department, whether surgical procedures were employed, length
of days, and medical expenditures), and length of follow-up time.
cIncluding E953 (hanging), E954 (drowning), E955 (firearms), and E957 (jumping).
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repeated self-harm in the Far East area, this study may
serve as a reference for efforts to design relevant studies
in other Far Eastern countries, and the research findings
could be used in international comparisons. Second, be-
cause this study used nationwide data from Taiwan’s Na-
tional Health Insurance database, there should be no
sampling bias problems. Furthermore, the fact that this
study examined 39,875 cases and tracked cases for up to
eight years allowed it to overcome the shortcomings of
insufficient sample size and insufficiently long tracking
time found in many previous studies. Third, in addition
to providing the gender, age, and self-harm methods of
persons attempting repeated self-harm, the National
Health Insurance database also records patients’ physical
and mental illnesses and other medical care-related in-
formation. Consequently, these data allowed potential
confounding factors to be controlled when deriving self-
harm factors. Fourth, previous studies found that self-
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harm methods differ between urban and rural popula-
tions [24,25]. The National Health Insurance database
provided areas of self-harm that allowed the level of
urban city to be adjusted when deriving self-harm fac-
tors. Finally, this study verifies the interaction between
the gender of self-harm patients and their self-harm
methods, which would facilitate the drafting of appropri-
ate controlled projects focusing on the different genders.
This study also had some limitations. First, the study was

limited to the variables that could be obtained from the
health insurance database. It could not investigate certain
factors that might influence repeated self-harm, such as
educational level, marital status, religious beliefs, occupa-
tion, and family history of self-harm [7,14]. Second, al-
though this study chose to track first-time self-harm
inpatient cases occurring after 2000, self-harm cases occur-
ring from January 1, 1997 to December 31, 1999 had to be
excluded due to a lack of health insurance data. As a result,
whether inpatient cases prior to 1997 involved self-harm
could not be confirmed. Third, the National Health Insur-
ance database did not provide clinical biochemistry data
and the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS). Therefore, we used
medical-related factors (whether patients received surgical
procedures, length of days, and medical expenditures) as
indicators of the severity of self-harm and controlled for
them when deriving self-harm factors. Fourth, this study
used inpatient data exclusively and could not obtain infor-
mation on cases in which injury was mild enough to not re-
quire care or the patient received only outpatient/
emergency care. Although the National Health Insurance
database contained data on outpatient/emergency care,
these data provided only the diagnosis of disease or injury
(in accordance with the ICD-9-CM N-Code) but did not
record the cause of injury (in accordance with the ICD-9-
CM E-Code) [6]. Consequently, outpatient/emergency
care data could not be used to analyze self-harm
methods, and our study only could represent the
population with greater severity of consequence after
self-harm. Fifth, the mortality data could not be
linked with the National Health Insurance database in
Taiwan because of patient privacy issues. Therefore,
we were unable to explore censored data due to un-
natural death/suicide or other competing risks. Fi-
nally, because previous research has suggested that
many self-harm cases in Taiwan could be attributed
to other causes (unintentional injury, uncertain
intentionality) [26], the results of this study might re-
flect underestimates.

Conclusions
Persons hospitalized due to self-harm are at greatest risk
(7.19%) of repeated self-harm within three months. There-
fore, this is the key time for intervention. We identified
interactions between gender and self-harm method:
females generally use solid or liquid substances and cut-
ting or piercing, whereas males use solid or liquid sub-
stances and other gases or vapors. Thus, appropriate
prevention programs should be developed that consider
gender differences. Further studies are needed to discuss
the number of repeated self-harm.
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